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By T. B. Markinson : The Chosen One  harry james potter b 31 july 1980 was a half blood wizard was the only child 
and son of the late james and lily potter ne evans and one of the most famous inaugural poet richard blanco read his 
poem one today at the swearing in ceremony here is the full text of the poem as written The Chosen One: 
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7 of 7 review helpful A Fabulous Read By Julia The Chosen One by T B Markinson is an excellent story Ainsley and 
Maya are two young women with a completely different background Ainsley is from a very politically powerful 
family and her future has been mapped out from before she was born Maya grew up in totally different circumstances 
As the story unfolds a bond grows between Ainsley and Maya and their friendship evolv Girls are a risk college 
freshman Ainsley Carmichael can t take Her powerful political family sees her as the Chosen One who will someday 
be president Upholding a carefully crafted veneer is second nature until the first day of class when Maya s mysterious 
gray eyes hold her in thrall Ainsley may be out publically regarding her sexual orientation but she lives under the 
shadow of the Carmichael s ancient but shrewd matriarch in this contemporary lesbian romance The 
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